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We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior 
notice.  All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic 
Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

COY-3-G-TOW-BL
The Coyote Backlit Tower combines strength, reliability and style in a lightweight 
and easy to use system. It is easy to assemble and disassemble and it takes up 
very little room. The graphic wraps all the way around giving you 360 degrees 
of visibility with a backlit glow.

dimensions:

additional information:

features and benefits:

GraphicHardware

Shipping

Shipping dimensions: 
33”l x 9”w x 7”h
838mm(l) x 229mm(w) x 178mm(h) 

Shipping weight:
22 lbs / 10 kg

Assembled unit:
87.5”h x 25.3”d
2222.5mm(h) x 643mm(d)

Weight: 
18 lbs / 8.2 kg

Refer to related graphic template for 
more information.

Visit:
www.exhibitors-handbook.com/
graphic-templates

Recommended material:
Opaque PVC, Translucent PVC

Includes: 3 sets of 3 lights attached to mag 
bars, 8 short cords, 1 long 9’ cord

Optional cases: 
OCS, OCL

- Sturdy frame
- Quick to set up
- Easy to store and ship
- 360 degrees of visibility
- Takes up very little space in booth

- Collapses to a fraction of its size
- Optional molded case for easy  

transportation
- Lifetime hardware warranty against
  manufacturer defects



Frame Set-up
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Unpack the frame.
Slowly pull upward on the  

frame to extend it.

Use hook on panel and magnetic 
strip to secure graphic.

Continue to secure panels to 
magnetic strips, hanging evenly.

Repeat process until all graphic 
panels are secured. Unit is complete.

Push together all locking arms.

Continue placing channel bars 
around frame; slide into triangular 

groove to secure.Stand frame upright.

With frame extended on ground, 
attach magnetic lights to each side

Slide end of magnetic light into 
triangular groove to secure.


